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Overview
This document is structured like a Choose Your Own Adventure book, where the premise is you
are a member of the supergroup the New Praetorians Initiative, refugees from another
dimension that are doing their best to help out their neighbors and fellow refugees in the Little
Imperial district of Brickstown, ten years after the end of the Praetorian War.

Prior knowledge
Previously, the NPI took part in a City of Roleplay arc called Electric Sheep. Broadly, the plot
consisted of dealing with an AI/virus/gestalt called Metallix.  One of the NPCs in this arc was
Darius Francis, a high level person in the running of Last Bastion. At the end of the arc, Darius
Francis is reported MIA, but an out of character epilogue showed that he was killed by a Malta
agent code named Byzantine-Silver-106 after admitting that it was his salvaging of hardware
that set Metallix loose.
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"And why are we all the way out here?"
"Because this is strictly off the books. Take a look at this."
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"What am I looking at?"
"A high efficiency generator that just came back from Last Bastion. See that black spot?"
"Yeah..."
"That is an inactivated tracker. Something...someone I used to work for put in bait equipment, to
track it."
"To Bastion?"
"No....that tag means this was bait for your favorite friends."
"....How the hell did it get to Bastion then?"
"That's what I'm paying you to find out."
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huff
"Boss, where are we going?!" The young Freak looked around, the wail of sirens in the
background echoed in the parking garage. "How far down does this place go, we gotta hide!"

"Uh..." Every direction looked the same, how many turns had they taken? Had they been in this
part before? "There! Everyone in, and shut up!" He pointed to the door in the corner. Why
anyone put a room that far underground in a garage, he had no idea, but he wasn't about to let
the cops get his crew now.

"No, no....just....finishing up some homework. Yeah....pretty boring..."

The mainframe churned through data fragments at Lithium’s command, sifting, sorting, looking
for patterns in a pile of broken glass. Corrupted manifests, anomalous transmissions, satellite
video...

"What the...no, sorry, just.....computer glitch, I gotta go! Bye!"

The phone clattered to the desk. Tracing timestamp, pull back that sector, run that entire band
through again. "How are there satellite aerials from Praetoria....." He spoke to himself, eyes
flicking between unseen data, the console pinging for synced audio fragments, deliberately
scrambled. "Okay now what are you trying to hide...."
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“...Oh, shit..”
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"No. We don't involve the uninvolved, that's a rule." The diminutive redhead shook her head
vehemently.

"You don't understand, they're already involved, they just don't know it." Lithium insisted. "I can't
not tell them about this, and even with me on your side, OS can't handle something on this scale
alone"

"Do they know who you are?" Her green eye glared. "Enough to trust you if you go showing this
around? There are consequences if we involve them. I don't like it. There is a lot that should
stay buried that has to come to light, and they won't like any of it either. But two data points..."

"Mean proof, I know." Lithium watched, and waited.

"...Authorized. Set it up."
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Some things can stay in the past.
Some things that should, are instead the future.
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If you were involved with the Metallix incident, Go to Page 9
Otherwise, Go to Page 12
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A message hopped a connection, bypassed a firewall, and triple encoded itself, landing on your
phone despite having no route back to sender.

>We’ve met before, though you probably don’t remember me. I don’t usually share what it is I
do, but we need to talk about something I found that involves the Last Bastion and the Metallix
event. You choose the place and time, just make sure it’s secure to only the people you would
trust to watch you sleeping, and leave it on the bulletin board outside your HQ ‘for flower
pickup’. - Lithium<

When the time comes at your chosen place, a ripple of the air reveals a young man dressed in
bright silver, small glints of light reflecting off something small orbiting him before settling onto
tracks in his coat. Eyes obscured, his catlike ears and tail are fairly obvious though. Maybe you
were on a task force with him? Either way, he hands you a tablet.

“I’ve been on a job to figure out how equipment that was tagged as bait for Malta ended up
coming back to Primal from Last Bastion, with no record of it leaving via Vanguard.  It’s involved
scouring a lot of data, using some...advanced equipment and sources.  While I was doing that, I
got satellite surveillance data from Praetoria. After the fall, and extremely good resolution.  I
thought you might want to see this.”

When you press play, the tablet shows a grainy video that shows signs of having been cleaned
up from an incomplete erasure.
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"Man, this is refreshing." Darius Francis laughs. "Used to be such a hassle getting this far out
when the Hamidon was here. Good job the metalheads cleaned most of the plants out."

A recruit follows from behind, anxiously gripping his rifle.  "Did you and Captain Martinez not go
this far out often, sir?"

Darius Francis keeps walking, surveying ahead of him.  "Only if we found something really
good. Something like a mostly intact Berry lab, or some of Keyes' abandoned projects.
Although, we've got enough scrap metal from all of Metallix's drones to build a second Bastion. I
think we'll manage for a while."

"...I am...sorry about the Captains, sir." The private bows his head. "They were figureheads to
many of us in the barracks. I am sure you must have had a closer relationship, working with
them more directly in the field."

"...Shit, I've been prepping for bad news for those two since the very start," Darius Francis gives
a bleak chuckle. "Never thought it'd be because of machines - never thought it'd be the same
day, either. If I'd known, I would have never taken that run."
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"Run, sir?" The recruit looks intrigued.

"We did one last mission together - the day of first contact. I found an old Seer Network hub. We
hoisted it all out and I did my magic, and next thing you know, we've got a working GPS. With a
bit of work, I could have re-set up wifi, the internet, all the stuff the Primals--"

"Seer Network?" The private interrupts, expression intense. "But sir, didn't they say that was
where--"

Darius Francis purses his lips as if unhappy about being interrupted "Yes, yes, part of Metallix's
program came from Network tech. I guess Tilman was still a ghost in the machine. ..It's kind of
grim to think about, but I suppose I sort of created the Metallix." Darius Francis shrugs, looking
down at the ground.  "Oh, jeez, that doesn't make me feel good at all. Anyway, where did you
say this--"

The sound of two gunshots is heard, Darius Francis falls to the ground, clutching at bleeding
wounds in his chest and begins to try and kneel, shock on his face. The recruit walks over to
him, and fires his rifle twice more, putting another pair of rounds into the back of Darius Francis’
head. "...Beta Division, this is Byzantine-Silver-106. Target confessed. Eliminated. Evac
requested."

“The official record says Darius Francis and a Private Smith went on a mission to reclaim
salvage Private Smith had discovered in the South, in an area recently accessible due to the
infighting, and never returned, they were declared MIA. No one found a bunker in that direction,
but they didn’t look long as Hamidon’s forces resurged.”

“I now have two data points of Malta being in Praetoria, and whatever they are up to can’t be
good. I do some work for some people whose whole purpose is thwarting Malta, but they are a
small group, better at infiltration and precision strikes than this kind of work. You and NPI are
already involved, if only tangentially, will you agree to meet with the leader of this group and look
into what’s going on?”

If you agree to set up a meeting, go to Page 15
If this seems too suspicious and you refuse, go to Page 21
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"We can't just.....leave him here, can we?" Montgomery sideeyed the Freak with his hands in the
air, backed into a corner.

"I did it! Lock me up!"

"Look, did what?" Casters asked. "We didn't arrest you, you ran in here!"

"Uh...mugging? Taking stuff? Oh! I set a building on fire!"

The detectives eyed each other. "You did not, we haven't had any fires in weeks, who are you
anyways?"

"P41nTwn! And I'm not leaving!"
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Casters sighed. "Go call the NPI, Montgomery. They've been handling a lot of Freak things. Let
them deal with this guy, we got real crimes to solve."

Play AE Arc: 32484 - Freakshow Ghost Stories
The PPD were taken aback when the Freakshow boss P41nTwn came to them, locking himself
in a jail cell. He has been ranting about ghosts and Freak hardware possessing their owners,
and had in fact cut off his own hand...blade...plasma torch? Claiming it wasn’t the one he grafted
on to himself.

After AE
In possession of some malfunctioning Freakshow hardware, you’re not sure who those
mysteriously well armed people were, but they were using Malta lingo and the radio called out
‘Byzantine.  It’s apparent that Crey is involved as well, but it seemed like it was on orders of
someone else.  Good thing you have Alec Parson, he’ll surely get you some answers.

Elsewhere….

Cinnabarite scowled as Lithium watched her out of the corner of his eye. “Go on, say it.”

“‘More technologically advanced’? Like another generation of nanites?” Lithium swiveled the
chair around.  “This could be bad.”
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“We don’t know that, they haven’t fought Malta that much. I will not bring up that possibility
without need or proof.”

“I’ve got active surveillance on Brickstown doubled, if they show anything, or even a rumor
comes up, I’ll find them.”

Go to Page 22
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A few days later, Lithium gives you a time and a dock number at the Talos pier. A speedboat is
waiting for you and some of your teammates, and as you cast off, you realize you’ve been
where the boat is headed before, a small private beach rental area called Gaulos Island off the
coast of Talos, the NPI rented it out for a beach party once.  It seems like an odd place to meet
up, but Lithium is there when you arrive at the dock to greet you.

“Glad you decided to come.  I think you’ve been here before, right?  It works great as a beach
house, but honestly that was built so that no one would just come out here and stumble onto
things,” he admits.  Leading you to a small pool to the side of the Diving Rock, he gestured
towards it.  “I know it looks shallow, but the gate’s open today.”

Use a base portal to access GAULOS-10594 and explore. After using the teleport to get
from the parking garage to the dock, directly north is the Diving Rock, with a ring below
it.  In the small pool off to the left of the waterfall coming off the rock is a spiral whirlpool.
It is a teleport point, and may be finicky to target, but is the entrance to the secret base.

As you step into what seems like a shallow pool, you fall through a hatch of some sort into a
tank of water. Some kind of forcefield blocks it from flowing out into a hallway, and when you
make your way there, wind and heat wick away the water, leaving you dry and in the middle of
what looks like a situation room. A veritable array of monitors showing all parts of the city and
beyond takes up one wall, with stations placed in front that seem to be analysing audio.

Lithium joins you momentarily, and gestures to the rotating ring off to one side.  “This will take us
into the operations area.”

The rotating ring is another teleporter. Gimel point will go to the main room.

Upon arriving, you are met by a short redheaded woman in tactical gear.  Her one green eye
looks at you critically, the other likely gone judging by the scarring and eyepatch. “Welcome to
Onyx Sanction, officially.”

Note that the following is a transcription of actual logs and some commentary may not make
sense if you are not familiar with the characters involved, but it’s preserved for those newer NPI
members who want to see the commentary of familiar faces.

"Homey," chuckled HardLight, at the stark facility interior. "Hide where they least expect, at a
place frequented by tourists, hmm?"

"Sounds like home." mused Iron Drake.

Cinnabarite shook her head. “Unofficially, you're great customers. I can't actually take credit for
this base of operations, it was passed on to us when it was seized from...another clandestine
organization I'm not sure you're cleared for, but yes, it makes good cover to have a beach house
above, keeps the waters clear.”
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HardLight whistled as he took in the equipment, clearly impressed. “Well, your mystery org," he
commented, clearly indicating that he suspects it was Malta through his inflection, "sure left you
with a lot of materiel."

Iron Drake took a look around, hiding her impressed reaction.

Cinnabarite nodded brusquely while moving to the conference table. “We exist to counter Malta,
who, I am sure you are aware of.”

"Regrettably, yes." HardLight confirmed. "And that's the crux of it. Typically, we don't go after
Malta. There's more that we can do to benefit our community locally than chasing after black
ops ghosts. But Malta assassinated a man in charge of Last Bastion security, on Upsilon Beta
9-6, Praetorian Earth."

“I’ll be truthful that I was not in favor of bringing you into this, but Lithium made good points.”
She nodded to the cat eared man who teleported into the room last, and proceeded to lean up
against the workbenches. “While we are an effective counter, we are small and rely on surgical
strikes.” She paused, mulling over his last statement. “Malta....has done a lot more than that on
Praetorian Earth.”

"We know that there were rumblings of Malta infiltrating the Cole administration back during the
glory days, but that makes sense." HardLight mused. "Malta attacks metahumans, and those
that they see as working in favor of metahuman rights. An Empire ruled by a metahuman was
anathema to them. But killing powerless refugee soldiers? That doesn't fit the mold."

"Tying up loose ends on something he was involved in maybe? Iron Drake offered.

“Possible.”  Cinnabarite nodded to Lithium, and the conference table cleared to screens,
showing Cinnabarite in a black and gold uniform, clearly on a Powers Division operation, and a
seperate image of a man speaking with a Resistance cell, backed by Syndicate.

Trespass quirked a brow at the Powers Division outfit. She was unaware of Cinnabarite's past.

"I read some of the files on Malta working with the Syndicate after the war... that's you in Powers
Division tights, though-" HardLight interrupted himself, getting the idea."Ah. Playing all sides,
then. "Given Lithium is an obvious metahuman, I can imagine what they did to burn him. I don't
suppose you're exactly forthcoming with what has you seeking vengeance, though?"

“Ah Lithium...is more of an adopted little brother.” Cinnabarite might have smiled, it was hard to
tell in the mask.  “But yes, Malta did play both sides. As for vengeance, hm. Maybe once, now
more...teaching them to be careful with their broken toys.  Protocol Onyx was an irregular cell,
and we were embedded in Powers Division, so it does not surprise me that there still could be a
cell active in the Last Bastion.”
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"...Malta cut ties with you during the Fall, then. Left you to the Hamidon." HardLight was
beginning to put together a picture in his head of a bunch of agents metahuman enough to hack
it in Powers Division, suddenly finding themselves entirely without homeworld support when the
Praetoria powderkeg blew. "This doesn't answer the question of what interest Malta still has in
Praetoria, then. You were cut off, and the Cole Regime is very, very dead. Why stick around to
harangue the Bastion?"

Cinnabarite nodded. “That is what we want to know too. Malta is an organization of secrets, no
cell knew everything, some of us were recalled, some cut off, when Hamidon attacked but last
orders were to pull out. So are they rogue? Are they sanctioned? Or was this started later, after
the Fall? What's clear is that nothing good can come of it.”

Lepus Blanc looked between the NPI and Cinnabarite. "A little while back, I'd have been
surprised Malta would decide to hire metahumans in the first place, but considering what I've
seen of them recently with the team..."

"How dispersed is the leadership in Malta?” Trespass asked.  “Is it likely this cell is still receiving
orders from the highers up?"

"That's a good segue, Lepus." HardLight pointed at him. "We recently ran into a Malta ambush
trying to clean up a Freakshow bomb threat. They were technologically advanced... more than
we're used to. I also second Trespass' question. I'm picturing a situation with embedded
holdouts who don't necessarily know the whole picture."

Cinnabarite nodded to Lepus. “Don't mistake their mistrust for aversion, to them, a metahuman
is a weapon, bad if it’s in your enemies’ hands, but useful in yours.” Turning to Trespass and
Hardlight she frowned. “They got their hands on some dangerous technology with Battle
Maiden...and very possibly. It is equally as likely that this is a splinter ground that disobeyed
orders during the Fall as it is a new infiltration, which is why I'm entrusting you with this.”
Cinnabarite slid over a thick manila envelope.

Trespass looks at the manila envelope, then to HardLight. It's up to the boss to do his thing!

“This is the complete backstopped files of Protocol Onyx's Powers Division identities. Some of
them are dead, some of them are likely alive and enemies. Some of us have become Onyx
Sanction. I don't know what other cells were operating, but you have complete Powers Division
records.” Cinnabarite explained.

HardLight took the manila envelope and opened it, peering at the contents.

"What do you hope we'll find in these records?" Trespass posited.

Cinnabarite looked at each of the Praetorian heroes in turn. “Are there Malta agents in the
refugee population, still in their cover.”
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"That's a hell of a question, particularly if this is just a record of infiltrations of Powers Division."
HardLight remarked.

Trespass peered over to the records, estimating how thick they are. "...how many Malta were
there in Protocol Onyx?"

“Our cell was eight,” Cinnabarite answered. “I know cells that were 3 and ones that were 30, but
maybe our files can lead you to similar patterns.

"So we'd be on the lookout for identities that either we're not aware of, or don't know the status
of?" Lepus Blanc asked.

"The refugee diaspora is so much more than Powers, but, it's a start." HardLight acknowledged.

Trespass raised a concern. "It might not be easy to track this, especially given that some
members of the refugee community prefer to go by alternate names now. They have a
complicated past and not everyone wants to be who they once were."

"That's true of us, as well," HardLight agreed. “Our policy of general amnesty will hurt us here."

"The Praetorian War Crime Commission that was floated by Dutton certainly didn't encourage
people to come out with their real identity, either." Trespass remarked darkly.

“This is a part of why I didn't want to bring you into this, sometimes ignorance is bliss. Even if
there are agents, seeing the fury of the Hamidon...even I couldn't say that they might have given
over to their cover entirely and be innocent now.” Cinnabarite nodded in sympathy to the group.

"...I don't suppose that anyone in this room is gifted at pattern recognition and data analysis?"
HardLight asked.

Lepus Blanc shook his head, and Trespass did the same.  “Uh. No. But that brings a good
question - are we allowed to put this to Parson to run some database searches? Fuzzy logic
and all of that." She seemed proud that she knew those words.

“One of our Founders is a gifted roboticist and programmer." HardLight offered. "The NPI's real
hidden strength is at the person-to-person investigation level. We're strong in stealth and
perception, less so in big data analysis."

Cinnabarite nodded. “I see no problem with that, so long as the specifics of those identities are
safeguarded. If he wants the digital files, I'll authorize Lithium to share as well.”
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Trespass’s brow furrowed. "I'm... not sure I follow? Are we meant to safeguard these identities?
I would have imagined we'd either put them into the 'question them' category or a 'watch them'
category?"

Cinnabarite shook her head. “Not anyone you find, just what's in that envelope. Our cell
was....scattered, and those of us here hope to find and convince the ones still alive to join us.”

HardLight nodded in understanding:  "You're hoping to preserve your former... coworkers, as it
were, then if you can. Your cell-mates." He sounded uneasy at this though, if Cinnabarite has a
personal stake, that complicates things. He couldn’t help but glance at Trespass, reminded of
her own story of people close to her 'going Crusader.'

Cinnabarite nodded, belatedly catching the pun and sighing.

Trespass nodded slowly, "Are, or were you, on good terms with these people? We want to use
this information responsibly so that you can trust us, and don't want to burn you. So if there are
limits on what you think we should or shouldn't do, please tell us."

“If they appear to be involved, we only ask for a chance to see if they are...salvageable. But
Malta never only has one plan. This is the cell I know was there, but I suspect there were
probably two more.” Cinnabarite offered.

Lepus Blanc nodded."So ideally, they wouldn't be able to guess where this information came
from. That makes sense."

"If one or more has 'gone native,' we could even bring them in from the cold indirectly by acting
in our official capacity as stewards of the refugees. Like we did for Olivia Blanchard, or-"
HardLight caught himself, realizing that the other Primal in the NPI is protected knowledge.

When he didn’t continue, Cinnabarite pushed forward.  “I want to cover all possible vectors to
Bastion. Lithium said you are already making arrangements to look into Vanguard. The only
other population with access, even tangentially, would be yourselves, and other refugees.”

"It's a lead, then.” HardLight nodded. “A set of former - and possibly current - Malta infiltrators
disseminated throughout the Praetorian community in two dimensions...give or take the
casualties to Hamidon or other Praetorian War fallout." He paused, considering his words.
"You're not liable to like what we find, Cinnabarite."

Trespass nodded slowly and thoughtfully, "I can start looking through these files and see if
anything jumps out at me based on the Helping Hands records. I've had a personal hand in just
about every DPC case since the beginning of this year, but anything before that? Well, I wasn't
here either.” she shrugged.
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Cinnabarite barked a laugh at HardLight’s seriousness. “I was a loyal agent for my entire life, Mr.
Demora, and I was unceremoniously tossed like garbage. I rarely like what I find with Malta.
Onyx Sanction are....not the best at empathy or subtle questioning. Lithium and I at least will be
working what we can, we are prepared for OS to take on some duties of yours to relieve the
burden as well. We monitor the city for potential Malta plots, but with this recent run in you
mentioned, we'll have extra eyes on Brickstown.”
.
HardLight has begun to drift into spin-doctor mode from his TPN days, more how-do-I-sell-this
than how-do-we-do-this.HardLight:  "That's a good idea, Trespass. Lepus, I want you in on the
ground level on this as well. You have a good rep, and we can bank on that."

"This is going to be a lot of work. But - thank you for the trust you've shown us in this. We'll use
this responsibly." Trespass reassured Cinnabarite.

“Lithium trusts you, and he does not trust easily for good reason, so I am taking a risk, but I
think we have common cause in this to stop whatever involvement Malta has with the remnants
of Praetoria, place or people.” Cinnabarite responded.

"No time to waste, then," HardLight says, more confident than he was at the beginning of the
meeting. I intend to take ownership of the Vanguard end of things, due to my connection there."

"I'll wait for a copy of those files to come my way and then get to work." Trespass confirmed.

Lepus Blanc gave a confident nod. "Leaving us with the on-the-floor part. It sounds like a plan!"

Cinnabarite stood, activating the return teleportation grid for the NPI guests.  “We’ll keep you
updated if we see anything going on in Brickstown. Good luck.”

Go to Page 22
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A meeting with an unknown person set up by someone you barely know doesn’t really seem
your style, but this information is important, and you pass along Lithium’s offer to the rest of the
NPI.

Later you learn that they met with Cinnabarite, the leader of Onyx Sanction, and she revealed
that Malta was far more involved in operations in Praetoria than anyone thought. She suspects
that not only are there Malta compromised Vanguard agents, but that there are still Malta agents
embedded in the Praetorian refugee population. Providing NPI with the cover identities of former
agents in Praetoria, she hopes that your relationship with Vanguard, and your familiarity with the
refugee population, will let you find the agents responsible for the equipment and for Darius
Francis’s death.  In exchange, Onyx Sanction’s monitoring will be extra vigilant around
Brickstown.

Go to Page 22
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Upon hearing the news about Darius Francis, Kaiserin had left for Last Bastion, having been a
friend and not informed about his going MIA.  Investigator Villanueva followed as backup to see
what could be found out on the Praetorian side of the portal.

It also turned out that while some of the NPI was meeting with a group called Onyx Sanction,
some also answered a bizarre call in by the PPD for a situation with a Freakshow group called
The Nailheads. They ended up confronting Crey, and finding explosives that soldiers using
Malta lingo attempted to retrieve while using the name ‘Byzantine’.

The NPI had two paths to follow, question and investigate Vanguard, or look into the refugee
population for sleeper agents, while Alec Parson analyzed the malfunctioning cyberware
brought back from the Freakshow incident. It was probably too much to hope for that the
incidents were unrelated.

Interlude 1 - Meanwhile in Praetoria

“...this is normal?” Vicente stepped around another smoking pile of Devoured Earth, electrical
burns visible on the few that had something like flesh.

“Little light, but about average!” Kaiserin yelled from what used to be the roof of a building, now
only a few stories up from the ground. “We’ve got maybe an hour. If we’re lucky we’ll get a good
workout on the way back, since you have to go through the whole decon process anyways.
Could have stayed in the bunker, you know.”

Vicente smirked, shaking his head. "You know me, Kaiserin. I didn't get my ass out of my office
only to twiddle my thumbs and have you do all the legwork, yeah?" He looked over to her, tilting
his head quizzically. "You see anything?" Vicente asked as he made his way onto the roof.

“That Darius would have risked coming all the way out here for and ‘confessed’ about? No, but
he loves..loved his tech, no official logs, vague mentions of ‘something great’, if he really was

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/749137403695857744/768711712034521158/screenshot_201021-20-56-02.jpg
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out this way, and found something that got him targeted, it would have been inside these
buildings, not out here.”

“You two were close?”

Kaiserin laughed. “You’ve seen Bastion, you get close with everyone! I know how he thought,
but I’m no tech expert, pick a building, you’re the investigator.”

Vicente glanced at each of the nearby buildings, pointing to one of them. "Check the bottom
floors, work your way up, I'll go from the top down. Keep comms on in case we see more
Hamidon. Check for any records, files, anything that looks like it'd be useful."

Interlude 2 - Spies and Shadows

“You knew there would be fallout.”

“Yes. Just not so soon. Something on that scale….”

“I won’t pretend to be ignorant of the implied cost to develop something so far. If nothing else,
you have taught them to be more careful.”

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/749137403695857744/768711837637672971/screenshot_201021-21-00-58.jpg
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/749137403695857744/768714127375335424/screenshot_201019-23-12-48.jpg
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“Too careful. We have nothing, Amber. No hints, no codes, no whispers. This came out of
nowhere.”

“All the more reason to work with the New Praetorians. Sending supplies to Praetoria can’t be
unrelated. If we’re lucky, we’ve stumbled onto them before they are ready.”

“And if we’re not?”

“Then we’ve accelerated whatever plan it is they have.”

If you want to investigate Vanguard, Go To Page 25
If you want to investigate the refugee population, Go To Page 26
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While not beholden to Vanguard, you have a close working relationship with them as part of the
NPI, and so not all available channels are official.  After the involvement of the former liaison
ended in disciplinary action however, even unofficial channels have to be circumspect.

While Damon had an ‘unofficial chat’ with Captain Mendez to look into the manifests, you tag
along with Malcolm to see what can be discovered by talking with some of the staff on the
Vanguard side of the Last Bastion portal under the pretenses of being backup for your team on
the other side.

It becomes clear that whoever is behind this is very familiar with the inner workings of Vanguard.
Over the last four years there has been an increasing trend of complaints about missing items in
shipments to Bastion, but it’s been attributed to the change from an active engagement to a
holding action relaxing the standards as none of the safeguards put in place for security have
been tripped.

Damon’s chat was productive as well, as soon afterwards Captain Mendez provided a report
detailing that a higher number than average of those missing items originated from shipments
that reported the correct masses according to portal records, meaning they were never flagged
in the system as needing a review, and if the intended items did not arrive, other things must
have made up the difference instead.

Go To Page 27
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The records provided by Onyx Sanction are dense and well put together.  Fortunately Alec
Parson was able to feed them into a neural network to create an algorithm to flag possibles for
further investigation.  You jump in to help Trespass, Lepus Blanc, and others use it against
various data sources the NPI has access to.

Lepus has the idea to check the algorithm against prisoners of the Ziggurksy Penitentiary, and it
pays off with a hit on someone named Harlan Sordwick.  Originally, he was arrested by the PPD
at the scene of the death of a Patrick Hauser. Harlan was accused of pushing Patrick out the
10th story window he fell from, but the incident was eventually ruled an accident and Harlan was
released as what killed Patrick was not the fall(he was caught by a passing hero) but a cut from
the glass through his femoral artery.

What landed Harlan in the Zig was taking part in a jewelry heist by the Family, where his
co-conspirators were all dead or fatally wounded by cuts from all the glass in the store having
shattered. They could never prove he did it, but they could prove his complicity in the robbery,
and ties with the Family were enough to get him transferred to the Zig. He is up for parole soon,
and has been a suspiciously model prisoner.  Though the algorithm flagged him, you can
confirm that he doesn’t show up in any Powers Division records, just as one of thousands of
Praetorian refugees.

Deciding to use the resources he has, Damon decides to look into him while you try to get
information about his behavior in the Zig. Surveillance and reports show that some of the the
things he has said implies that he has contacts in the imprisoned UPA,and made friends of
many non metas who blame a meta for why they are in the Zig.

Damon’s information confirms from other sources that Harlan was a Crusader that originally
went to the Isles and showed up in the Paragon refugee population later before deliberately
seeking out the Family after being resettled in Independance Port by request.

Interestingly, Harlan had a public fight with Jury-Rig, a known UPA face to the NPI, and seemed
to avoid her crew in the Zig, but after Damon’s inquiry a second look discovered that those
same crew have gotten more lenient work assignment in the Zig than their behavior would
suggest, and all of Harlan’s ‘friends’ have a disproportionate rate of ‘turning over a new leaf’ and
being granted parole.

While all this was happening, Trespass found her own lead in the Helping Hands registry, a man
named Kelley Mercer whose only power seemed to be to always radiate cold and was having
trouble keeping an apartment without bothering the neighbors with it.

Go to Page 27
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Before you can dig deeper into the leads you’ve found it seems like trouble is brewing.  Time is
always of the essence with Malta, and Onyx Sanction’s extra monitoring in Brickstown has
picked up two communications of interest.

Crey seems to be looking to make a peace offering to Malta, possibly about the failure of their
role in the incident with the Nailheads, and Malta chatter indicates they are starting cleanup for
an aborted operation in Brickstown which might have to do with those explosives.

If you want to crash the Crey/Malta meetup, Go to Page 28
If you want to interrupt the cleanup, Go to Page 29
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Play AE Arc: 33354 - The Crey Connection
Note: This arc has your character asking if Cinnabarite is familiar with Project Butterfly, that plot
is archived as Strangers in a Strange Land if you’re interested , but its contents are irrelevant for
this aside from it was ‘Crey does evil science things with nanotech’

After AE
Alec’s news is both worrying and enlightening, he has confirmed that the Freakshow cyberware
has been infected with some kind of unknown nanites, and with your confiscated weapons, he
can confirm they are the same nanites, and are capable of some fairly advanced biolocking.

Go to Page 30
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Play AE Arc: 33357 - Getting Rid of Evidence

After AE
Golden Dragonfly and Silverdust seem to be stable, but the doctors are stumped about what to
do regarding Golden Dragonfly’s powers.  They still thank you however, and seem positive that
there is more going on you should chase down.  OSHA thanks you for your information
regarding Nigel Gehilles, offering to take care of notifying his family. What is this Black program
the Byzantine soldiers mentioned?

Go to Page 30
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Onyx Sanction’s increased surveillance of Brickstown paid off, getting Alec Parson some
working weaponry of the confirmed Malta troops the NPI first encountered with the Nailheads to
analyze.  Meanwhile two heroes were rescued from Malta’s attempts at a cleanup by the hands
of the Hellions, and yielded up the grim fact that an OSHA inspector was part of the things to
clean.

On top of the new leads, you have to get back to what’s going on with Vanguard, and the Malta
agents in the refugee population!  Malcolm has spearheaded the Vanguard investigation while
Trespass decides to meet with Kelley Mercer.  Lepus has volunteered to go undercover in the
refugee population, something he is capable of as one of the few NPI members who works
inside of a powered suit, meaning his face isn’t immediately recognizable, and Ninken has
offered to shadow Harlan Sordwick, as he successfully made a case for parole.

Trespass’s confrontation goes well, all things considered, and she shares that Kelley admitted
that he was a Malta asset, originally getting scouted by them at an anti-hero protest.  As a meta
whose powers weren’t enough to do much, he was a frequent victim of organized crime looking
to take out their frustrations about heroes on.  Malta inserted him into Praetoria with the cover of
being someone unwillingly drafted into Powers Division and sent on PR tours, and his mission
was to check dead drops in each place he was, and leak information as he was instructed.  His
last orders were to disappear into the civilian crowd who were being evacuated, and upon
arrival play up that he was a former Powers soldier coerced into service because of who he was
and that Primal heroes were doing the same thing to Praetorian refugees.

Unfortunately, Kelley was a Delayed Portal Case, arriving years too late when the refugee
population had already dispersed and public sentiment of the Primal people towards Praetorians
was not one of suspicion anymore. The only communication he has gotten since then was a
picture of the reporter he regularly leaked things to in Praetoria, and one of his sister, both taken
in Paragon with a note telling him to come to a specific bench at certain days and times and
know that they were watching and his silence kept them safe.  Given Trespass’s support and
help over the last several months, he is willing to provide a list of passphrases, They might be
out of date, but might still be useful to reveal any other Malta agents in the refugee population.

Lepus’ time undercover was greatly aided by them, as while he got some odd looks using them,
the diaspora is used to DPCs showing up and being out of sorts.  Within a few days, he got
pulled aside by Donna Kern, a former worker in the legal department of the Magisterium.
Checking with a few more passphrases, she gave Lepus Malta’s current operation in the
refugee population, harnessing sentiment of older Praetorian teens and young adults who were
old enough to remember Praetoria, but never saw the bad side. Malta’s version of the fall of
Praetoria they have been building support for is that the fall was ultimately engineered from the
inside. The preferential treatment of Marauder and Dominatrix plus the still ongoing resettlement
of refugees is proof that while Tyrant was beaten, his underlings and some Praetors had always
planned to defect to Primal, and had been carrying out a deep cover infiltration to slowly elevate
the privilege and worship of powered individuals in Primal so that they could keep their
influence.
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She gave Lepus new passphrases, and asked him to standby as she's had word that an
operation has been pushed forward.  A week later, an older man identified himself with a
passphrase, and asked Lepus to go along with two late teens, early 20s praetorians to a
nondescript warehouse that has a 'For Rent' sign on its door in Skyway. Acting as lookout,
Lepus followed instructions to lock the door after the youths left with a truck, not leaving any
sign of him being there.

Meanwhile, Hachiko followed Harlan Sordwick on his daily routine.  Innocuous on the surface,
he goes to his new job at a mail store where he works until lunch, where he visits a coffee
house, taking them packages. He then returns to work, continuing until late in the evening, upon
which he gets dinner from a few fast food places, and goes home.  What is odd about it is that
both the coffee house and the mail store treat him like an old friend even though neither existed
when he went to the Zig.

Observing for several days, Hachiko discovers that Harlan has a repeat customer to the mail
store, and that the store does not normally offer package delivery.  Suspicious, he decided to
not follow Harlan back, but instead investigate the package, and has no problems sneaking into
the back room of the shop, and opening the package.  Inside were two unexpected things.
Blocks of plastique that look awfully like the ones that got the Nailheads in trouble, and
detonators that clearly are of a UPA design, if not made by Jury-Rig herself. Luckily they are not
attached or armed.

Following the package further, it gets handed off three times before being inserted in a package
drop for a nondescript warehouse that has a ‘For Rent’ sign on its door in Skyway.  Seeing no
one else coming or going from the building, Hachiko returned to his surveillance of Harlan,
discovering that he always picks up a discarded newspaper from the coffee shop, never left by
the same person or in the same place and never reads it at work, just taking it home.  Hoping
for a solid lead, Hachiko decided to track the paper back to its origin and found a definite clue in
the fact that the newsstand it comes from is watched by two Malta snipers.

Meanwhile, Malcolm’s research into the Vanguard shipments produced a pattern, all discovered
shipments fell into three categories, either the original manifest files are missing or corrupted so
they were assumed legitimate, the serial numbers of items has been forged so that the numbers
match upon inspection but notes were made that condition of the items were not as expected, or
it was a shipment that underwent organic scans on the way out because it contained foodstuffs
and was reported short on the other side. Given how and when a shipment is transported,
Malcolm focused on who had the opportunity and the privileges for such actions.

All suspect shipments either were received by a Private Cory Turner, or turned over to a specific
Vanguard squad headed by a Major Sean Horowitz, both currently at Last Bastion. With that
information in mind, he resolved to visit and question them. Major Horowitz was evasive and
suspicious, but upon confrontation, Private Turner shot Malcolm, and triggered a teleportation
device.
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Interlude 3 - Alec Parson’s New Assistant

“I have to be honest, robotics is my forte, I’ve seen some things, but nothing like this. It has to
do more than just biolock the weapon. It’s very close to what I found in the Freakshow
cybernetics, but it's not a virus and doesn’t seem to do anything…” Alec Parson frowned at the
weaponry currently on his workbench behind an isolation shield.

“Valkyrie’s spear contained nanites. Though it just injected her from what I’ve heard.” Lithium
leaned up against the wall, nasty suspicions running through his head.

“I dunno, after everything that’s happened, Marchand tried to get Valkyrie to share a blood
sample to see, as a sample for countermeasures against Battle Maiden, but….trust is still hard
to come by.”

“Have you tried activating them?”

“All the ways I could think of, electricity, radiation...no luck.” Parson shrugged.

“Would it….” Lithium sighed, running a hand through his hair. “Would it help if they could be
activated?”

“Oh, immensely! It might ruin the weapon. Or explode. Or something, but at least I could get
data on what it’s purpose is, but like I said...” Parson trailed off as the indicator lights of the base
cameras in the lab turned off, and an energy spike from the nanites in the weapon registered on
the monitor. A small silver glint flashed on the workbench just outside the isolation field, and he
shot Lithium a look. Lithium for his part was looking nowhere near the workbench, not realizing
Alec had caught the presence of one of his nanodrones.

“What? Something must have just happened, right?”

“Don’t ‘what’ me. I was MICIR. This is an isolated lab, and that is one of your little drones I just
saw fly around right before those nanites activated. Neither of which should be possible.” He

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/749137403695857744/768713645471170600/screenshot_201021-22-52-05.jpg
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eyed the catboy with a smirk. “You’re a technopath. And for some reason you don’t want anyone
to know.”

“That’s ridiculous, why would-”

“Doesn’t matter!” Alec pointed. “But I’ll keep that secret as long as you agree to be my lab
assistant through all this!” Lithium held up his hands with a groan, in mock surrender.

Interlude 4 - On the Other Side
"Watch yourself in there too, all this shit is a bit unstable." Kaiserin peered in the window next to
her.

Vicente fiddled with his short-range teleporter, and made his way to the rooftop. "Figured as
much. Meet you in the middle, yeah?"

Over their comms, the duo proceeded through the wreckage. "Huh...this is actually the second
floor apparently." The sound of glass breaking accompanied Kaiserin's words. "Wonder what
this place was called before."

"Caved-in rooftop, that's a good sign we're on the right track I reckon..." A solid thud came
across. "Ow... REALLY caved-in rooftop, that is."

"You okay?"

"Only thing hurt is my pride, hun."

"Hah! There's racks of some kind in here....empty though."

"Alright, so it looks like I'm on the top floor... Or whatever's left of it, anyway”

“Anything interesting?"
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"Looks like a computer... Thing's busted, though. Gonna go ahead and blame Metallix for that."

"Fair assumption. Found the stairs down, but its full of mud and mushrooms, going to assume
its been that way for a while and head up."

"And, if I turn here... Bam. Stairway down. Still relatively intact, too."

"Feels weird poking in buildings, was never my job."

"Heh. Shit's like riding a bicycle to me. Though... Not sure if I should be proud of that, all things
considered." There was a pause on that end of the conversation. "Anyway, looks like nothing too
interesting on this floor, but I found a nice little bottle of whiskey. Unopened, even. Gonna go
ahead and mark that as 'Evidence,' and... On to the next floor."

"Bastion rules, you find it you keep it, stairs up a little busted, but meet you there."

"Well, I'm planning on sharing it with ya, so don't worry."

"Damn straight you are!" Kaiserin laughed, running into Vic on the stairs. Walking into the ruins
of the last floor, she frowned. "More of these racks, huh."

Vicente peered closer at them, flashlight in hand. "Hmmm... Kai, these used to hold mainframes
in 'em."

"What, like the giant thing in the NPI base?" She raised a skeptical eyebrow.

Vic motioned her over. "Mm-hmm, or at least something like it. Let's take a closer look, see if
there's anything we can salvage."

Blinking, Kaiserin grabbed one of the exposed wires from the ceiling. "Well, there's no power to
any of it." Vic put a hand down that was halfway up before remembering even if it was live, it
wouldn't bother Kaiserin any.

"No power, but... If I had to take an educated guess, I'd say that this probably connected to TPN
feeds. I think it's safe to assume that there was a Seer Network node here as well. And maybe,
just maybe, this communicated with the space station, too."

"The... okay yeah that would be big enough to get Darius out here." Kaiserin pondered the
racks. "So.....it doesn't now though, right?"

"Well, like you said, no power. Plus, all the hardware is either fried or gone." The pair pondered
the implications of what they were seeing for a brief moment.
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"If Darius was here," Kaiserin offered, "he would have taken anything he thought would have
worked....'Target confessed'... To taking stuff from here? Why would Malta care, and even better,
how would they have known it was here?"

"Hmmm... I guess that's the big question, isn't it? More importantly, what were they doing all the
way in Bastion? I thought they were just worried about Primal affairs..."

"I mean I know they had a hard on to destroy Praetoria but Hamidon beat them to it..." Kaiserin
sighed. "We should get back, get a message out and see what everyone else thinks."

"Yup... I'm gonna snap a couple pictures, that way we have an idea of what we're working with."

"Alright, I'll watch for DE outside."

"Malcolm?" Fresh out of decontamination, Kaiserin blinked at the recent NPI addition's presence
in the Bastion med bay. "When did you get here?" Taking in the attire and bandages she
frowned. "And get shot?"

"While you were out. I need to get back and brief everyone, spooked a Malta agent, shot me,
teleported away. Vanguard's trying to backtrace."

"What'd I miss?" Vic walked up, just as Malcolm was hopping off the table.

"Next job for us," Kaiserin shook her head. "Chasing down someone that just shot Malcolm and
teleported out there somewhere."

"But we just-" He gestured to the decom area.

"Yep. Welcome to the Bastion life, now you know why I was always out there, I can decon
myself in 20 minutes instead of 3 hours." Kaiserin grinned. "Catch Malcolm up, he can take our
report back, I'll see where Vanguard is at with the trace and we can at least get some food and
sleep before hopping out again."
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With the Malta weapons in hand and Lithium’s use as an assistant, Alec Parson finished
analysing the nanties in both them and the Freakshow cybernetics, revealing that they are short
lived and definitely derivative of Battle Maiden. With this revelation, Lithium put pressure on
Cinnabarite to share information that she had so far been withholding.

While the assumption was made that Malta burned Protocol Onyx by stranding them on
Praetoria, that wasn’t the case.  They were retrieved, but used as some of the first test subjects
of nanite technology derived from Battle Maiden, and in all cases it went horribly wrong. In her
specific case, it was supposed to augment her reflexes but they don’t work consistently, and it
cost her an eye and resulted in extensive scarring from trying to limit the damage.  Disturbingly,
she suspects that a later iteration might be responsible for what happened to Golden Dragonfly
and Silverdust, the two heroes rescued from a Malta cleanup operation, and account for the
abilities shown by the Byzantine agents NPI has encountered so far.

It seems like bad news, but after getting medical information about the rescued heroes, Alec
concedes that it’s very possible that they were affected by nanites as well, but much like the
weapons there is no trace of them in their system now.  He was fairly certain that he could tune
some scanners to pick up readings of where the nanities might have been based on what the
ones he did get to investigate were made of.  You and others set out to canvas the city, and with
what you bring back, Alec thinks he's got a good idea of where Malta is manufacturing them.

While the technology angle was working the source, the refugee undercover work and tracking
the movements of Harlan Sordwick has pinpointed a warehouse in Skyway that might be your
first time to catch Byzantine off guard, especially with Malcolm reporting in on his encounter.

If you want to track down the manufacturing, Play AE Arc: 36570 - Tracing Trace
Elements and Go To Page 37

If you want to investigate the warehouse, Play AE Arc: 36569 - Silver Shakedown and Go
To Page 38
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Where did Crey of all people get a Praetorian Particle Assembler? More questions than answers
came of this trail, but at least you know that it takes specialized equipment to make the nanites.
If Alec is right though, they are much more dangerous than you thought. You and Alec decide to
report back, but some of the rest of the NPI has grim news…

Go to Page 38
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The raid on the warehouse in Skyway yielded no explosives in the literal sense, but definitely
delivered in the metaphorical sense. Portal equipment, Malta Byzantine agents, and a passkey.
Unfortunately, it was a worst case scenario, it was designed to hijack a portal to connect to one
provided by the passkey, but despite trusted Vanguard and Portal Corps efforts, there was no
way to decipher what that portal might be. The only way to find out is to connect to it, and go
see.....

Use the base code NEOTOKYO-16635 and open the website
http://kai.blackboxfoundry.com/neotokyo
Note: There are 12 locations of interest, whenever you find something you want to investigate,
type in the /loc values, one per box, on the website.  If it’s a location of interest, you will get a
clue with a numeric value.  There are 3 available clues per location, but each one has the same
numeric value.  Once you have 12 unique values, add them together and input the sum into
Investigation Results field on the website.  This will reveal an AE Arc number.  Play the AE Arc
to continue on.

http://kai.blackboxfoundry.com/neotokyo
http://kai.blackboxfoundry.com/neotokyo
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You got answers, but that only led to many more questions. Who is the Black operative now
sitting in confinement in Onyx Saction's base? Why did you end up in Neo Tokyo? What is truly
going on with Malta, and are Vanguard agents and Crey allies of their own volition? It's time to
sit down and work out some answers.

Onyx Sanction took custody of the Black operative for safety reasons, but after catching up with
Kaiserin and Vicente, you discover that it’s someone Kaiserin knew. While you could chase
more Malta, you realize that you have a great source of information so long as he is
cooperative.

It’s a tense week, but under medical monitoring, Alec confirms that the operative started with
nanites in his system, and after a few days they degraded and became undetectable. As the
nanites died off, the man seemed to come to his senses, and be very confused as to where he
was and why. There was no stopping Kaiserin from talking to him, so it was decided to let her
question him, and decide if what he knew was useful to share.

In the end, Hardlight and Kaiserin called an all-hands meeting, and let Gabriel Yamato tell his
story.  A gunrunner based in Neo Tokyo, before the fall Malta had supplied him with weapons to
sell to the Resistance and anyone else going up against Cole, not that he knew who they were.
They posed as a manufacturer suffering under the yoke of the Praetorian Empire. When the fall
happened, they offered him and his local crew a way to escape, taking them through a small
portal as ‘a bolthole’ before arming them and coming back to Neo Tokyo months later.

He is in a somewhat state of shock over the world, as apparently Malta told them that the
Praetors had betrayed Cole, attempting to turn him over to the Primals for peace, but that the
Primals were working with Hamidon and refused, and killed Cole in the process.  Under the
impression that the war was ongoing, he participated in a number of ‘rescue’ operations that
were supposedly to get war prisoners back from Primal that he now realizes were just straight
up kidnapping refugees.

Under the auspices of the ‘ongoing war’, he never questioned when members of the team
regularly disappeared assuming that they were killed on operations. He only became suspicious
when Metallix’s clockwork showed up in Neo Tokyo, telling a very different story of the state of
Praetoria. He doesn’t remember much after that but vague recollections of the monochrome
black suit he was wearing and getting injected with something.

Before you could ask more questions, a priority alert came through from Provost Marchand!

Play AE Arc: 37587 - Reaping Seeds Sown
Note that this arc is a full five missions, plan time accordingly!
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Well, you’ve answered the question of ‘where did the packages go’, but Perfect Future riled an
undercurrent in the city about the privilege of heroes, not to mention even the official explanation
of ‘rogue forces’ wears thin about why Vanguard personnel were with them. All the evidence
you’ve gathered that could point to Malta has now been seen in the hands of Praetorians, even
Gabriel is Praetorian, meaning pinning any of what’s gone on on Malta is going to be hard to pull
off even though you did prevent a catastrophe. What are you going to do now though is the
question?

Interlude 5 - The Most Dangerous Time

"I don't think it's any more dead than it was three hours ago." Lithium eyed the diminutive
redhead putting more rounds downrange. "The striking dummies are very much in pieces
though. What's your problem?"

"It's too simple." Cinnabarite switched magazines over to incendiary and unloaded into four
different targets.
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"Simple?" He exclaimed with incredulity. "Malta hoarded explosives, got a Praetorian to design
the mechanisms, and gave them to a group of Praetorian terrorists that they created and now
'Praetorians are a danger to heroes everywhere'!" He quoted one of the myriad of headlines.

"What about the Zig prisoners?" Cinnabarite asked. "What about the build up in Neo Tokyo?
This isn't their end goal."

"Well the build up in Neo Tokyo, they have a bunch of Praetorians, so if they get caught,
everyone will go 'it's Praetorians, all the blame goes to Perfect Future instead of...them...."

"You see it now too, don't you. Yes, that's exactly what will happen, so in the meantime Malta
can use their nanites and Black operatives with impunity to do what? What's so big they need to
create such an intricate and deniable front?"

Lithium sighed. "And here I thought we were finally getting ahead of them."

A cryo cartridge nailed a target between the eyes, causing too much stress for the underlying
mechanism to take after its repeated abuse. "That's right when it's the most dangerous."
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If it wasn't personal before, the media coverage of the Perfect Future incident put Praetorians
square in the spotlight, for good and ill. News and social media had quotes from both people
who sympathized with Perfect Future, as well as those that stood behind the Praetorian
refugees and shifted the blame to Vanguard. While Perfect Future's emergence answered a
number of questions, it also gave Malta plausible deniability. Worse, it didn't answer all the
questions, such as where the Zig parolees Harlan recruited had gone or what the ultimate
purpose of the cases of autoinjectors seen in Neo Tokyo was.  On top of that, the immediacy of
the NPI’s base and the Vanguard DPO in Brickstown meant that tension in the base are running
high on both sides.

Maybe it’s time to be out of the base and seeing what can be found out from the loose ends you
still have.

If you want to check into what happened to the Zig parolees, Go to Page 43
If you want to check in with Golden Dragonfly and Silverdust, Go to Page 44
If you want to see what rumors are flying around the refugee population, Go to Page 45
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It seems that the Zig parolees have vanished, but really, someone has to know something.  If
you can’t find Byzantine Malta, well, you know some ‘colorful’ people who can find you regular
Malta.

Chasing a lead, you corner some in a warehouse on Peregine Island, but there is something
different about these. At first, you think it might just be that you’ve been used to dealing with
Byzantine for long enough that you forgot they weren’t normally so bad, but no, small squad
after group it's the same, these Malta are just not up to par with the standard. After a particularly
lackluster gunfight, a Gunslinger with hat and mask knocked free triggers recognition from the
files, this ‘Malta’ was in the Zig mere months ago!

Go to Page 46
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Given what happened out in Steel, Alec Parson has switched gears to trying to create a
counteragent for the control nanites, as well as the versions Malta tested on the Freakshow and
others. When you mention Golden Dragonfly and Silverdust, he asks you to give them the first
doses.

Checking in with them was a good idea though, while unable to help in your direct
confrontations, the duo were not idle while tests were being run on them.  They have been
looking into Nigel Gehilles!

"While we could not assist in your pursuit of this enemy, we looked further into how Nigel
Gehilles came to be assigned to the duty that we were responding to." Golden Dragonfly offers.

Silverdust nods. "He had gone to management with suspicions against other employees acting
oddly just days before, and then had his schedule switched. We talked to his manager a few
weeks ago, who said she would look into if he had left any information around."

Continuing, Golden Dragonfly frowned. "And now this woman is missing. We fear the allegations
Mr. Gehilles had must have been true, and perhaps there are other compromised persons within
OSHA and this is somehow related to Malta."

"We did however manage to get a list of sensitive inspections coming up in the next month.
Please take it, and see if it helps." Silverdust hands you a printout as well as a flash drive.
Maybe this will provide some ideas.

Go to Page 46
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Lepus’ cover is amazingly still intact, and so you go with him to gather rumors.  While he works
the ‘sleeper Malta’ angle, you are interested more in what the people are saying and thinking.
Disconcertingly, there are a fair amount of thoughts that maybe Perfect Future had a point even
if their methods were bad. It’s not all bad, but enough to concern anyone.

You don’t think you are getting anywhere until you overhear a conversation about who could be
the leader of the group, and the name Terrance Montgomery comes up.  He seems to be
everyone’s first thought of someone with a grudge.  Keeping that in mind, you head back to
base to see if that name is in your records.  The refugee manifests do have a Leanne
Montgomery listed with a son Terrance who was 11 when they came to Paragon, and reports
that Leanne's husband was a member of the IDF and killed in war. Feeling like this might be a
lead, you make a couple discreet inquiries, but no one's seen Terrance since the incident.

Meanwhile, Lepus has had his own interesting developments. Donna Kern and Kelley Mercer
are nowhere to be found. Friends of Donna's say she is on a cruise she had been planning for
the last couple months, while Kelley however has missed his last appointments with some job
counseling from Helping Hands and people are worried about him. At that, Lepus checked the
spots he was told messages would be left and discovered Perfect Future isn't done, there were
instructions to go to a certain address at a certain time and date three weeks from now and tell
the person answering the door "I'm answering the refugee ad". The address belongs to a Crey
salvage facility just inside the Crey's Folly zone.

Go to Page 46
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A plan for something in three weeks, a list of OSHA sensitive inspections, and Malta who were
not really Malta.  Putting the pieces together, it looked like for once the NPI could get ahead of
Byzantine and catch them in the act!

Play AE Arc: 38253 - Ties That Bind

You’re not entirely sure what just happened, but Damon and Kaiserin had you out of the facility
mere minutes after the camera, and not a second passed before both of their comms lit up with
a message from Marchand.  Told to get back to base and sit tight, you have to wonder what’s
going on now, but it’s a discussion above your head.

In the meantime Crey’s Trial BZ-117 seems like directly aiding Malta’s goals, whatever they
are,and involves reporting information to a ‘T. Montgomery’, an employee of Crey for the last six
months if records are to be believed. Visible Malta are just deluded Zig parolees, and Crey
staged a ‘safety demonstration’ for some reason. Luckily, Malta doesn’t know you know any of
that.

Interlude 6 - Fucked, and not in a good way

The double wood doors were only a place Kaiserin had passed through twice, and it was always
for something major. Marchand had said ‘now’, but another second to brace wasn’t going to
matter. Her gaze slid to the left. “We are royally fucked, aren’t we?”

Before HardLight spoke, he was pre-announced by the squishy rubber-on-hardwood noises of
his treaded costume booties. He hadn’t had time to change out of his superhero digs, and
everything about his body language - puffed-up and then receding - painted the portrait of a man
who was suddenly having to reckon with talking to the Feds in stylized bondage gear, and
psyching himself up accordingly like an actor before a big scene.

“Never say that, Kaiserin. Admitting culpability is weakness. Non-apology or no apology.”

Damon’s broad, muscular arms stretched overhead - with an accompanying squee noise by the
glossy uniform - and he cracked his neck with an associated flashbulb ‘fwoom’ before ‘shaking it
out,’ dancing nervously on his feet.

“But candidly, yes. We’re turbofucked,” he quietly agreed, opening the door with a practiced
grace. “We’re here, Provost Marchand.”
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Provost Marchand had clearly had better days judging by the pacing he was doing. More
surprisingly was the fact that he was not alone. The eyes of the sallow skinned man across from
him swiveled towards the door, honey colored braids without a hint of grey standing in stark
contrast to his aged face.

“Ah, Mr. Demora, Ms. von Wilhelm. Pleasure to make your acquaintance.”

Kaiserin’s eyebrows shot up before glaring at Marchand. “Who the hell are you and why do you
know that name?”

By contrast, Damon’s poker face didn’t falter at the soft invocation of power, but then, the
incandescent hero was nearly always happy to be recognized.

“What our security chief means to say is, you have us at a disadvantage.”

It could have been nothing, it could have been an angry tic, it could have been the suit, but
Provost Marchand's eye twitched as he blinked and sighed at the extreme reactions. “Let me
just... normalize the conversation a little. Mr. Amber is not a threat to the NPI.” He looked at
Kaiserin, “nor is the NPI in trouble,” his gaze shifted to Damon.

“I have, in fact, intervened specifically to prevent such a thing,” the man offered. “You can call
me Amber. I’m sure some of your coworkers are familiar with my erstwhile colorful successors. I
had the pleasure of a conversation with Ninken, as well. You’ll find I’m quite retired, but a man
must do something in his spare time and so I am….a patron of sorts, to a group that follows a
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certain hobby of mine lets say.” He glanced meaningfully at Marchand, who walked to his desk
and activated something, an indeterminate pressure pushing itself on the room’s occupants.

For lack of a facial expression, Damon cocked his head on his neck in a universal ‘listening’
gesture. Mercifully, that same inscrutable, gleaming white visage also hid the discomfort he felt
at seeing Marchand, the preeminent diplomat, taking cues from another, even if just to activate
a white noise machine.

“In other words,” he offered, his tone shifting to a businesslike clip when he knew with certainty
that he wouldn’t be surveilled, “former intel community, throwing punches at your rogue unit for
giving you a bad name, and backing their own rogue unit to do it. With all due respect, sir, the
Onyx Sanction may have signed up for the wilderness of mirrors act, but funhouses tend to
disagree with my light output.”

Recognizing his own frustration leaking into the statement, Damon qualified, “We’re not spies,
we’re capes, and we respond to threats by hurling superpowers at the problem. This whole
investigation hasn’t played to our strengths so it was only a matter of time before we stepped on
important toes.”

“Those toes should not have been there to step on, Mr. Demora.” Amber replied, shaking his
head. “I have already spoken with Lithium as to why you were at that address. It is a very
specific code for certain functionaries whose OSHA job is merely a cover. It being there has set
something into motion that must be stopped at all costs. Rightfully, you are not cleared to know
this, but as you say, your specialty is ‘hurling superpowers at the problem’ and we have reached
the point that that is necessary, so rather than involve anyone else I’m going to entrust this to
you.”

“And what exactly would that be, or you going to talk circles again?” Kaiserin leaned back
against the pillar.

Amber gave her a level look. “Stopping Malta from getting an unencrypted copy of the FBSA
registered hero database.” Before anyone could recover to react, he continued. “Validation is
run against all the distributed copies when there is a suspected breach. That validation requires
ciphers that are only in the heads of a select few persons, with covers as OSHA inspectors. If
that address or ones like it are added to the schedule, it initiates that a validation check will
occur at the date set. Since I have heard nothing about this, and I would, I can only conclude
some or all of the cipher handlers have been compromised by Malta in a way we haven’t yet
scanned for.”

Amber looked to the Provost. “The best play I had when I saw the alert of your presence was to
make a retroactive accomplice of Mr. Marchand and claim testing on my orders. It has
suppressed the alert from getting beyond immediate monitoring, and should keep Malta from
altering their plans.”
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“I’m sure you recognize the irony of what you’re asking,” Damon chuckled, the chains on his
costume clinking against each other as his leather chest rose. “You’re having the NPI, political
advocates for accountable policing and hero-to-community integration, put our lives on the line
to protect the secret identities of mask-and-cowl supes with no interest in transparency.”

The light patterns his chin cast on the shiny leather shifted as that broad chest fell again, in a
long sigh.

“You’re lucky that this isn’t about my policy goals, but about keeping America’s most powerful
blackmail trove out of Malta’s hands, or else I’d almost be tempted to let them have it.”

“Damon…” Marchand’s stern rebuke had a dull metallic edge to it, an artifact of the power-suit
that kept him alive.

“I meant no disrespect,” Damon responded, his tone one step back away from bilious smarm
and towards civility. “I understand the gravity of the situation, and the NPI are at your disposal to
keep the FBSA from compromise. But how transparent can I be with the team about what,
exactly, we’re preserving? And how close it is to becoming a Malta tool?”

“You are free to be completely transparent about what you are saving, and why. There will need
to be an entirely new system designed with just what has happened so far, and it would be
beneficial to everyone, wouldn’t it?” Amber replied, with a suspiciously serene smile.

“Fucking...all of you and your damned optics,” Kaiserin practically spat the word out. “You want it
out there that the heroes with secret identities owe us, don’t you? ‘Look at the Praetorians, big
damn heroes protecting us from Malta’,” she singsonged, “they must be alright people!’

“You can’t deny that there isn’t some truth at the core of Perfect Future’s beliefs.” Amber paced
slow deliberate steps. “Malta has certainly done its best to put their own spin on it and
encourage it, but the seeds were planted in fertile soil. Today it’s using them as a distraction and
a way to taint any evidence you can bring forward as a coverup, tomorrow it could be
radicalizing hundreds of second generation Praetorian immigrants to Malta’s cause.”

“Their vector of attack was no chance, though the Metallix incident apparently moved their
timeline forward.” He glanced at Marchand for a moment. “Malta still means to bring about the
downfall of any Praetorian institution. My, and Onyx Sanction’s aim is to counter anything Malta
finds valuable to do. If, in the meantime, we should happen to be able to further the cause of the
New Praetorians Initiative I see no reason not to.”

Provost Marchand nodded. “It’s as you say Damon, the NPI has nothing to gain by protecting
the identities of Primal heroes, but the fundamental right to safety of hero identities is a strong
touchstone in the minds of Primals, it would be seen as unselfish of us to act.”
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“And the Perfect Future sympathizers who’ll say we’re just sucking the- sucking up to Primal
heroes just like they claim?” Kaiserin asked pointedly, self editing for a modicum of respect.

“We’ll be stopping whatever Perfect Future tries cold, along with Crey, under the direction of the
unpowered PPD and all the media coverage I can find to throw at it.” Marchand gave a
satisfying smile.

Damon took a long look at the New Praetorians founder, the intense beams of his sightline
dipping down to the man’s metal-clad chest to avoid flashing him in the eyes. A sign of scrutiny,
but also one of deference.

“We do have the benefit of these kinds of astroturfed movements falling apart if they don’t gain
inertia past the first push,” he surmised, uneasily. It was the tone of a man who was warping his
own opinions to fit the situation, not reconciling the situation with his opinions. “Provided that we
can sell this as something that we did out of the goodness of our hearts - not our quid-pro-quo
with the Primals - we could make out looking like saints.”

A bit more surety entered Damon’s voice as his thin legs carried him in a little circle, already
thinking through the possibilities. The mind of one of Power’s Division’s best propagandists
always made sure that the first person he could convince was himself. “In this regard, our recent
estrangement from Vanguard could be an asset. It makes this look like a big gesture of love and
solidarity. An apology from a position of strength, even though our relationships to Vanguard and
the FBSA are fundamentally very different beasts. Being the Praetorian Other de facto lumps
the Primal institutions together, and it would be gauche for Vanguard to intimate that we’d done
nothing for them when we’re perceived to have done a selfless act on behalf of Paragon’s
heroes. It places a lot of diplomatic capital on our plate that we can expend to re-gain
concessions from Vanguard and, if we have the bandwidth, even Freedom Corps.”

Snapping up from his reverie, Damon regarded the secret agent, the elder statesman, and the
electric anarchist in turn. “Oh, and also we’ll be saving a lot of lives,” he added, almost
perfunctorily, with a twinge of characteristic guilt.

Amber, seeing his part of the conversation was over, nodded. “I’m afraid due to the
circumstances, you will have to do this without Onyx Sanction on site, but rest assured we will
be supporting you with information until the very last minute. I’m sure you have things to discuss
privately, so I will see myself out.”

With a confirming nod from Marchand, the former spy gave a nod of acknowledgement and
exited through the same doors Damon and Kaiserin had walked in through. Marchand himself
gave his subordinates appraising looks. “If I find out that either of you got us tangled up this way
on purpose….”
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“I try to keep my political schemes more limited these days, Provost,” Damon laughed, putting
his hands up, palms-out in an act of performative submissiveness.

“Fuck, no! I hate this roundabout bullshit!” Kaiserin gestured.

Marchand sighed and looked between them. “Our timeline is seven days. Get two teams
together, make sure whoever’s going to be out there against Perfect Future looks good for the
media and whoever’s going after Malta knows that it may get ugly. I don’t like this, but I
understand it. Any questions?”

“You know they’re going to be putting those teenagers out front like human shields,” Damon
offered, darkly. “You know that we’re going to have to look extra-squeaky-clean apprehending
the figureheads, and that’s going to give them an opening to hit us hard with the armed teams.
Even aside from the personal danger to us, there’s a perceptive danger there.” It wasn’t a
question so much as a worry, vocalized aloud in a way that solicited feedback.

Marchand nodded. “That’s why I want the PPD there, you are to pass off anyone you subdue to
them immediately. From what Amber has told me, even Malta plants will hesitate to act directly
against them on camera, and we know Crey is very careful about their media presence as well.
You’ll need to be extra vigilant when the camera’s not on you, though.”

His gaze moved to Kaiserin. “I have no illusions who is going to be running each team here, let’s
be clear. Make sure your choices can handle it. If something unexpected shows up, I expect it to
be at the FBSA site and no matter what it is, we can’t be thrown by it.”
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Kaiserin nodded soberly before flicking a glance to Damon. “I think we have a good idea who
will work best where.”

“Good. Keep me updated if anything happens, but for now, brief the others, let them know
what’s coming.” Marchand turned back to his desk, leaving Damon and Kaiserin to see their way
out.

“Lights tend to stick out in the shadows,” Damon accepted, with a nod of his own. “I can handle
the aboveboard heroics, just so long as we’re screened by the other team. We’re knowingly
walking into a trap, so the more advantages we can bring in, the better.” With a jaunty little
half-bow punctuated by another undignified squeaky noise from his costume (damn this meeting
for being so urgent!), Damon made for the exit, affecting a sweeping no-contact ‘arm around the
shoulders’ gesture to indicate that Kaiserin should do the same. As the two of them neared the
elevator, he swiveled on his heels to face her, trying not to cringe at the sharp sound of rubber
on hardwood. His glowing lips did not perceptibly part as he confirmed, quietly, “So, we ARE
royally fucked.”

“Bent over and tied, and not in a fun way. When this is over, we are at least drinking until we
can’t stand up.”

“Don’t threaten me with a good time,” Damon laughed, evincing a flirtatiousness so practiced
that it had become second-nature.
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Interlude 7 - If you want to fool your enemies...

"You know I can push the paperwork. If anyone deserves a shot at them you do." Kaiserin
craned her neck over to look at Gabriel.

He laughed. "Really? 'NPI adds last minute roster addition before top secret raid?' How well do
you think that would go over?"

Kaiserin grunted. "You sure you’re fine here?"

"Yeah, perfectly fine with these guys for now." He waved her off. "Go do your thing."

"Still seems a shame." Kaiserin got up and sighed. "Alright, I have a team to organize. See you
tomorrow?"

"Don't worry about it. Sure thing!"
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"Are you sure about that?" Cinnabarite waited for Kaiserin to leave before appearing.

"Yep. Never been one to work above the board much." Gabriel grinned.

"Hn." She made a noncommittal sound. "Didn't peg you for the lying type."

"It's only lying when you contradict someone, not correcting assumptions is just how you play all
sides. So?"

Cinnabarite hit the controls for the cell security. "Suit up, you need practice. We'll only get one
shot to breach the portal."
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When Damon and Kaiserin returned, it was with a grim determination.  What Malta was after
was the FBSA database, the only repository of the identities of the primal heroes who choose to
fight crime under only their hero names.  It wouldn’t be enough to just hit them and stop them,
because the date matched up with Perfect Future and Crey’s Trial BZ-117.

The NPI would have to split into two teams, one to be on camera to stop Perfect Future with the
backing of the PPD and the other to take Byzantine head on.

If you want to bust Perfect Future and be on camera, Play AE Arc: 38468 - Perfect Future
Past

If you want to stop Malta and risk the full brunt of the Black operatives, Play AE Arc:
38469 - Bait and Switch
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Interlude 8 - This Never Happened

Elsewhere, in the smoke and mirrors, coded messages with a time, a place, and an
understanding that This Will Never Have Happened are sent to certain persons, from Amber,
from Crimson, from Indigo...and maybe from Viridian.

(Optional) Play AE Arc: 38470 - Onyx Sanctioned
This is for your non NPI secret spy, overly powerful, and tangled in dark webs alt to go do as a
little bit of something extra.
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EPILOGUE

“They what?!”

Marchand spread his hands on the video screen, a gesture of circumstances beyond control.
“We all know Crey has more PR than anyone has to counter, and we can’t place any Crey
employees on site. Without that, we can’t push back against this ‘offering help to the Praetoria
diaspora for the harm our equipment caused’ ridiculousness. Expect to see them out on the
street in Brickstown for a while.”

“What about Alicia and Terrance Montgomery?” Kaiserin asked, sitting on the corner of Damon’s
desk, much to his annoyance.

Marchard shook his head. “Alicia claims she has no idea who Crey is, and hasn’t gotten any
visitors. Terrance, through a Crey spokesperson, claims he doesn’t have a sister and doesn’t
know anything about this Alicia, and all the information we have backs up that assertion. Crey of
course vouches for Terrance’s alibis for both Perfect Future attacks, and claims that ‘sewer
trash’ is not reliable evidence and a forgery to implicate them.”

“We’ll look into that Seer number.” Damon offered. Kaiserin nodded. “Stel has offered to take the
lead on that, and I’m inclined to give it to her, can we get an interview with her?”

“Possibly, I’ll see what I can do. I think Amber owes us a favor after all.”

---------------------------------------------------

“I’m sure that can be arranged, Mr. Marchand. After all, if anyone wants to stop you from taking
point on this, they would have to admit that Perfect Future could not have developed the nanites
they were using on their own.” Amber’s gaze flickered over the two other occupants of his
library, for retired men did not have offices, briefly. “No, I wouldn’t worry about our friends. No
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doubt there are a few of them and their technology out in the wild, but I can say with confidence
that they no longer have access to certain facilities. Certain powers have elected to deny the
existence of said area altogether, so do let your people know that mentions of it won’t be taken
very seriously but there will be a wave of ‘Delayed Portal Cases’, I believe is the terminology
you use. Of course.”

Cinnabarite remained standing at ease as Amber hung up the phone, turning to the fox eared
man currently sprawled in an armchair and flipping through a book titled ‘A Brief History of the
Aftermath of Praetoria’. “So it’s to be Realgar, is it?”

Gabriel’s ears flicked at the question as he put the book down. “You have a theme going, would
be a shame to break it.”

“I understand Cinnabarite has already asked you several times, but indulge an old man’s
curiosity. Why?” Amber leaned back in his chair, eyeing the man.

“Because someone’s got to do the dirty work. What I used to do was find the best way to get
weapons into the hands of those fighting the oppression - run some guns, hide and occasionally
transport some psi active kids. Different world, different problems, and well, I got different
solutions to learn.” He held his hands up for a moment, a brief flicker of fire appearing.

Amber arched an eyebrow. “And that’s worth rejecting the comfort of people from your world,
and someone you know in the New Praetorians?”
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Gabriel laughed. “Rejecting someone I know, eh?” He shook his head. “Kaiserin’s the type that
does what she wants, when she wants, the way she wants, and fuck the world. She’s walked
into the shackles of that supergroup for the sake of those Neu Berliners who named her ‘hero’,
but never think she doesn’t know they’re there.” He leaned forward, resting his elbows on his
knees and bringing his hands together. “They’re going to chafe from time to time, and we’ll do
each other more good if I’m free to act when she isn’t.”

A small laugh escaped from Amber. “And I suppose you haven’t elected to tell her this.”

“She’ll figure it out.” Gabriel smirked. “If she hasn’t by the time everyone’s been debriefed and
recovered from the Black program, then we’ll be working out a transition program for those that
want to go legit anyways.”

Amber nodded, turning his gaze to Cinnabarite. “Your opinion?”

“He’s sloppy, sir, and his latent power has been untrained-” Cinnabarite started.

“Purposefully!” Gabriel interjected.

She slid an emotionless stare in his direction before continuing. “-but with the prototype
gauntlets he seems to restrict the side effects to only his immediate surroundings. His infiltration
skills are adequate. He does have a certain….flair for social engineering that many of us lack. It
might prove advantageous.”

Amber nodded thoughtfully. “Whatever Bankai Atarashi was doing, having it in Crey hands is
dangerous and where Crey is involved, their weakness is their employees.” Having come to a
decision, he nodded. “Welcome to Onyx Sanction, Realgar. I’ll have your identity scrubbed and
backstopped as a civilian Delayed Portal Case by the end of the week. Dismissed, both of you.”

------------------------------------------------

Helping sift through the data recovered from Neo Tokyo, Vicente had been piecing together
what had happened to Darius, and it wasn’t a good picture. Without proof, it hadn’t been much,
but the recent Malta’s files Lithium had passed him made it unavoidable.

“Any luck?” Kaiserin poked her head around the cubicle he was sitting at. He nodded, but simply
gestured to the timeline he had composed from their explorations, the information from Last
Bastion, and the Malta files.

She leaned over to read, expression grim as she saw it all laid out. “Damn. So in the end, he
was the one who awakened Metallix, and it killed him because Metallix found the receiver in
Neo Tokyo’s gate was still active.”
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Vicente nodded. “From what Gabriel remembers, she sent Clockwork, we found the ones they
took apart there, and must have realized their time was up.”

“Once they traced it back to her, and got people inside Bastion….” Kaiserin sighed.

“‘Target confessed.’” Vicente quoted the original audio Lithium had recovered, now complete
with what Darius had admitted. They paused in silence for a moment, coming to terms with
events.

---------------------------------------------------------

“Well it’s definitely biologic.”
“But are they alive?”
“That depends on your definition of ‘alive’, but for the most part, no.”
“So what are we to make of Alicia Montgomery?”

Lithium tuned out the chatter of other Onyx Sanction members about the strange crate of
material from Bankai Atarashi, his forte was data and there was enough here to keep him busy
cracking for weeks. He did, however, begrudgingly turn his focus to anything about the Neo
Tokyo company and what it might have been doing at the end of the war.

“Well does it?”

The interrupting face of the agent known as Hematite caused Lithium to blink and sigh, giving a
command to the system and turning around to face the others. “Does it what?”

“Have a psychic presence.” She asked, as if he hadn’t been paying attention, which was true.
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“How should I know, I’m not a psychic.” He huffed.

“You talk to machines, of course you are.” She sniffed dismissively.

Lithium rolled his eyes. “That’s different, what do you expect me to talk to, the frames?”

“Have you tried?” She countered.

“....no, actually.” He admitted.

“It would be worth an attempt.” Cinnabarite concluded. “Let’s try.”

With a sigh, Lithium levered himself out of the chair. Ignored, the decryption search continued.


